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Overview of Presentation
� Bid and Scheme Confusion

� Costs, Escalation and Infrastructure not programmed

� Community Opposition and reasons for it

� History, the Changing Package, and No Plan B

� Postwick Hub and its impact on current road users

� Plan B – modest new Road infrastructure and sustainable 
transport measures

� Uncertainties of completing Statutory Processes

� NDR and Economic Issues

� Developers' support for Plan B

� No necessity for funding during this Parliament

Abbreviations
NNTAG - Norwich and Norfolk Transport Action Group

NDR - Norwich Northern Distributor Road

PH - Postwick Hub

GNDP - Greater Norwich Development Partnership

NCC – Norfolk County Council

JCS - Joint Core Strategy for Broadland, Norwich and South Norfolk

EiP - Examination in Public

CIL – Community Infrastructure Levy

SEA - Strategic Environmental Assessment

Bid and Scheme Confusion

� Norfolk CC BAFB bid is for a half NDR/PH between A47(T) 
East and A140 north of Norwich airport.

� Norfolk CC previously bid for a three quarters NDR to A1067 
which is still in JCS.

� Norfolk CC originally consulted on a full length NDR in 2003. 
It uses the 2003 wider strategy consultation to claim public 
backing for:

� a three quarters NDR, a half NDR and Postwick Hub 
(appeared 2008) 

� All transport and planning processes have assumed a three 
quarters NDR and Postwick Hub as fixed inputs:

� LTP2 and LTP3; NATS3 and NATS Implementation Plan; 
Greater Norwich Joint Core Strategy and SEA

Actual Costs of building a NDR

� £112.5m = total cost of Half Route (£90.5m Gov funding: £67.5m 
DfT +  £19m CIF + £4m Growth Point) and £22m Local Authority.  

� c. £45m = Cost of NDR Extension to A1067 
to be funded by local authority Prudential Borrowing and CIL

£157.5m = Actual total cost of NDR (£112.5m + £45m)

� 2008 MSBC costs for three quarter NDR + Postwick Hub = 
£116.6m.

� Estimated 35% increase in cost of three quarters NDR in 
three years (now £157.5m) .

Non NDR/PH Greater Norwich 
Transport Infrastructure in JCS

� No delivery plan or inclusion for other required 
transport infrastructure in BAFB

� Unrealistic delivery in 4-year timescale

� Source http://www.gndp.org.uk/downloads/JCS-text-version-CLEAN-v3.0-reduced.pdf

£m £m £m

2008-2016 2016-2021  2021 -2026

Southern by-pass junctions 60 0 0

Norwich Research Park (NRP) 7.7 8 0

BRT – 5 routes 10.55 20.2 10.7

Other bus pedestrian schemes 8.7 13.1 6

TOTAL 86.95 41.3 16.7



Community groups opposed to a NDR/Postwick 
Hub

� CPRE Norfolk
� Campaign for Better Transport
� Great and Little Plumstead 

Parish Council
� Thorpe End Garden Village 

Association
� Norfolk Wildlife Trust
� Norwich Campaign against 

Climate Change Group
� Stop Norwich Suburbanisation 

(SNUB) 

� Norwich and Norfolk Transport 
Action Group

- Living Streets
- Norfolk BusWatch 
- Norwich Cycling Campaign 
- Norwich Friends of the Earth 
- Railfuture
- TramForward

� Sustrans East of England
� Transition Norwich

� 15 City and 7 County Green Party Councillors   
� 22 out of 52 seats for City of Norwich area

NDR/Postwick Hub would ...

Strategic 
housing in NE 

Strategic 
employment in SW

Strategic 
employment in SW

Strategic 
employment in SW

Generate supra-orbital 
commuter car movements 

BETWEEN ...

NDR/Postwick Hub would ...

Add to local traffic pressures on A47 
Southern Bypass junctions. 

NDR/Postwick Hub would ...

Increase traffic on feeder roads to/from 
NDR, especially Wroxham Road

NDR/Postwick Hub would ...

The city centre 
Outlying villages 
and towns (Acle, 
Wroxham, North Walsham) 

Generate out-of-town development reliant 
on car access and UNDERMINE ... 

NDR/Postwick Hub would ...

NDR & Postwick are BAFB 
programmed to open in 2017 
BEFORE construction of bus 
improvements  

Except Dereham Road  

Build in reliance on car 
dependent travel habits  



All these ...

Increase Carbon emissions.

� This is contrary to the legal obligations on the DfT 
under the sectorial allocation for transport under the 
Climate Change Act.

� The BAFB fails (RED/RAG)  the first strategic test in 
the 5 Case Model

� as the carbon issue has not been addressed 
in either in the strategic analysis, or by 
creating a sensible Do Minimum baseline 
(equivalent to proper testing of [low carbon] 
alternatives).

History

� Shaping the Future Norfolk Business Group proposed NDR in 2000 
as a northern ring road from A47(W) to A47(E).

� Norfolk County Council endorsed StF strategy in 2001. 

� 2003 Public consultation on Norwich Area Transport Strategy 
(NATS) contained a full NDR emphasising reducing rat running 
and congestion in suburbs and outlying villages. 

� County approval of three quarters NDR route in 2005.

� Work began on Joint Core Strategy in 2007. NDR and NE Norwich 
Growth Triangle (7,000 dwellings rising to10,000 after 2026) were 
made fixed elements in all JCS consultations. NDR became a 
development road, “with No Plan B”. 

� Postwick Hub was progressed as a separate scheme after 2005. 
Planning application made in 2009 for £21m Postwick Hub as an 
access road for serving a business park. 

The changing package

2003
Full route NDR

Variety of proposed 
Routes (W & E)

2003
No Postwick Hub

2003
NATS

Consultation Map

The changing package
2005

¾ route NDR

2008 CIF2 bid
Postwick Hub Gyratory

The changing package
2011 bid

½ route NDR

Original supporters let down

Prominent Liberal Democrat 

County Councillor, Shadow 
Transport Portfolio holder's letter



Changing package, but No Plan B

� No Plan B was deliberate policy, as conceded by then Norfolk 
Transport Cabinet member Adrian Gunson in 2009 

Minutes of Planning, Transportation the Environment and Waste Overview and Scrutiny Panel, 4 November 2009

� All requests from community groups and developers to examine 
alternative options both to NDR and Postwick Hub have been 
systematically ignored by the County's Transport department

� Omission of modelling alternatives led to a misrepresented and 
significantly inflated BCR in the 2008 MSBC.  

� The benefits of complementary measures to reduce through 
traffic in the city centre and traffic management measures have 
been included but are not programmed in BAFB. 

Postwick Hub (1)
� a separate scheme created by NCC to act as the first stage 
of a NDR.

� planning permission obtained in the guise of an £21m access 
road for serving a proposed business park (Broadland Gate).  
The business park has outline planning consent, with ten years 
allowed for submitting details. 

� forces all drivers passing through the junction to take lengthy 
detours (illustrated in animations below)

� extra mileage, time penalties and higher carbon emissions -
considerable inconvenience for all users

Postwick Hub (2)

All 15 junction options examined by Norfolk County Council 
assume a NDR

“Without the NNDR being in place, it is commonly agreed that 
the proposed CIF project at Postwick would be significantly 
over-engineered and is doubtful it would offer value for 
money.” (Letter from DfT to Norfolk County Council 27 March 
2009)

The developers of Broadland Business Park Phases 1 and 2, 
oppose Postwick Hub and have proposed a modest upgrade 
to A47 Postwick Junction for resolving problems and have 
also offered to fund the £2m cost.  

BEFORE – the current junction layout

Slip Roads 
Closure Order

All South travelling NDR traffic
Has to pass through this junction

AFTER – the Postwick Hub Gyratory



A TYPICAL JOURNEY                    BEFORE: From the 
South West via A47 (East) to East Norwich

A TYPICAL JOURNEY                    AFTER: From the 
South West via A47 (East) to East Norwich

A TYPICAL JOURNEY                                    BEFORE:
From  East  Norwich to Acle or Yarmouth

A TYPICAL JOURNEY                          AFTER: From  
East  Norwich to Acle or Yarmouth    First way

A TYPICAL JOURNEY                          AFTER: From  
East  Norwich to Acle or Yarmouth    Second way

Uncertainties Over Completion of Statutory 
Processes 

� No planning application has been made for a NDR 

� NDR/PH not shown as routes in the Broadland Local Plan

� Postwick Hub has planning consent but delivery is dependent on 
Public Inquiry into A47 Postwick Junction Draft Slip and Side Road 
Orders, ordered by the Secretaries of State: 

“the remaining objections raise issues of such significant 
public importance …. that an inquiry is likely to produce 
significant new information relevant to their decision”
GOEM 2 Aug 2010 

� A statutory legal challenge to the adopted JCS (hearing in early 
December) includes the failure to assess a NDR as part of the SEA 
process.



Over inflated claims for NDR on economic 
investment in Greater Norwich 

� The figure of £1.3bn of inward investment has not been 
justified by evidence in the BAFB.

� A 2005 consultants (1) report for NCC was sceptical even at 
the height of boom and on full route NDR of predicating business 
and retail development to the NDR.

� NDR would have only limited effects on retail sector or office 
employment in Norwich city centre; labour market; 
unemployment; economic activity rates; tourism; suppliers; 
social exclusion.

“If the policy objectives are to grow the city centre, then we would argue 
that the NDR is not particularly helpful on its own”.

� an uncertain impact on the property market and inward 
investment. 

� little impact upon widening the catchment of Norwich 
Airport.

(1) “The Economic Impacts of the NDR” (Roger Tym)

NDR and Economic Issues   

GNDP “Greater Norwich Economic Strategy 2009-14”
document calls for development which would not be 
directly helped by NDR:

� continued development of a vibrant Norwich city 
centre

� revitalising market towns and rural economies

� growing of the knowledge economy ... the 
commercial potential of the research expertise in the 
UEA and Norwich Research Park (on the South West of 
the City).

NDR and wider rural economy   

� BAFB (section 1.2) says NDR would provide strategic access to 
North and North East Norfolk but offers no evidence for this (except 1 
letter of support from a business in North Walsham). 

� In contrast, BAFB shows large reliance on commuter and other 
journeys from the wider surrounding rural areas which start, end or 
are totally outside Norwich area 

� 17.6% East Norfolk and Gt Yarmouth 
� 13.4% North West Norfolk
� 11.0% North East Norfolk 
� 9.2%   South Norfolk and Suffolk
� 8.0%   South West Norfolk and beyond 

� This will:

� negatively impact on rural town and village economies

� Increase in unsustainable travel and CO2 emissions

0-350

>2000 jobs to be 
created and home 

of Norwich 
Research Park

>1000

>2000

>4000

2-3000

Main job growth locations are City Centre 
and A11 corridor to South West

Job expansion happening to SW of City

� £26m Govt investment in 2011

� Plans to 2026 for start-up 
companies and institutional 
expansion under 'Project 26'

� Will create 2000 jobs

� NDR would be on other side of 
City

� £15.7m of transport 
infrastructure identified in JCS 
for NRP area

Revitilisation of Market Towns

Caroline Williams, chief executive of the Norfolk Chamber of Commerce, said the 
high cost of fuel meant that many shoppers were beginning to rediscover their local 
town centres.  “They are shopping locally and discovering what is there and the local 
shops are understanding the importance of customer service because that is where 
the smaller, more independent stores win. Businesses are very involved in their 
communities and care passionately about their local area, but may be they need to 
more visible in their support,” she said.   From website version of article

� Identified as priority in JCS

� NDR related growth would 
damage market town 
economies by drawing people to 
retail in NE Norwich

� NDR will not help transport in 
market towns



Sustainable Transport Package 
Alternative 

–

There is a Plan ‘B’

Sustainable Transport Package – road building

Developer funded inner link roads between A47 Postwick Junction and 
North Walsham Road are in the pipeline for serving growth:

1)  A number of modest phased upgrade designs to Postwick Junction 
without an NDR (from £2m) proposed by various developers (eg next 
slide)

2) Extension of Broadland Business Park Link Road to Plumstead 
Road East (planning consent, developer funded). 

3) Small gap between Plumstead Road East and Salhouse Road 
(route available avoiding Racecourse Plantation).

4)White House Farm Link between Salhouse Road and Wroxham 
Road (planning consent, developer funded)

5) New E-W link between Wroxham and North Walsham Roads with 
bus link  to Airport  (planning application March 2012, developer 
funded).

6) The GNDP is considering compulsory purchase of land for 
extension of E-W link to Airport Industrial Park.  

BBP Developer's £2m 
Postwick Enhancement

2

1

4

5
6

3

Inner Link Roads
Proposed half NDR

Developers and NDR/Postwick Hub (1)
� Major developers and NNTAG/CPRE Norfolk agree that delivery of 

NE Growth Triangle does not depend on a NDR and that 
sustainable transport is more important. 

� Building Partnerships (4,200 dwellings in an Eco-town at 
Rackheath).  At the JCS EIP, the developer stated that a NDR 
wasn't necessary

� Beyond Green (3,000 - 5,000 dwellings bounded by North 
Walsham Road, Wroxham Road, Sprowston and Beeston Park).  
See later slide for description of Beyond Green 'sustainable traffic 
neutral' transport strategy.

� Barton Willmore who reprsented Landstock Estates Ltd and 
Landowners Group at the JCS EiP.  Their transport consultants, 
Create Consulting Engineers, proposed an alternative option to a 
NDR/Postwick Hub, involving a single carriageway inner link road 
between Postwick Junction and Wroxham Road.       

Developers and NDR/Postwick Hub (2)
Savills, Eastern Daily Press, 19 September 2011.

Developers (of Broadland Business Park phases 1 and 2, 600 
houses at Brooke Farm and a new link road between A47 
Postwick Junction and Plumstead Road East) have objected to 
Postwick Hub on grounds that it is not needed for serving new 
jobs/housing and closure of the A47/A1042 slip roads as part of 
Postwick Hub design would be disadvantageous.   They have put 
forward a £2m scheme (developer funded) for upgrading A47 
Postwick Junction to unlock growth (shown above).       



�

Developer Locations with possible bus/rail & 
inner link road network

Beyond Green and E-W link 
road /high street

�

BBP and 
Brooke Farm

�

�

Building 
Partnerships

Beyond Green Sustainable Movement Strategy
� 3000-5000 home urban extension NE Norwich (planning submission 

March 2012) with aim 'the highest quality of life with the lowest 
environmental footprint in Europe'. 

� "Traffic neutrality" – "that for every additional car journey created by a new 
development measures are put in place to enable and encourage an existing car 
journey to be taken off the road – for example by investing in bus services that 
serve neighbouring communities or creating safe routes for cyclists."

� "Overall, we think that development in the growth triangle should have an 
objective of no net growth in road traffic, and should set ambitious targets for 
walking, cycling and public transport use".(1)

� Beyond Green plans include a new E- W link road which would connect 
with other E- W link roads with planning permission. "The plan is flexible 
enough to accommodate through traffic on a new E-W link pasing through a new 
High Street.  The High Street would carry in am peak 900 vehicles With a NDR or 
2150 vehicles Without a NDR". (2)

1)       Beyond Green, Planning for Community, New Homes and Prosperity, An Exploration of Potential; 
Reporting Back Stakeholder and Community Consultation, June - July 2011

2)      Beyond Green Director, Stakeholder Workshop, 5 October 2011

Joint Core Strategy for 
Broadland, Norwich and South Norfolk

It is misleading of NCC to say NDR is required to deliver 37000 house and 27000 
jobs:

� Inspector found growth in Norwich and South Norfolk was not dependent on NDR

� 1,600 new dwellings could be built in NE Norwich ahead of a Postwick Hub (or a 
suitable alternative)

� With 'completion of appropriate improvements at Postwick junction', a further 1600 
homes and 50000 jobs

� Inspectors invited GNDP to consider a Plan B

� On refusal by GNDP, the Inspectors amended the JCS to require "test(ing of) 
possible interim or alternative transport schemes to establish how much growth 
could occur" through the Area Action Plan in the event of non-delivery of a NDR 

Since then, a major developer in the growth area (3,000 - 5,000 dwellings) has 
developed a sustainable movement strategy, with the objective of "no net growth in 
road traffic"and a new E - W link road designed to carry NDR traffic.  

No Necessity to 
Fund in Present Parliament

Even if all the previous arguments are discounted, there is no 
need to fund NDR this spending review round to deliver JCS.

� Norwich and South Norfolk, and the early phase delivery of 
the JCS in Broadland, are not dependent on the NDR.

� smaller scale and lower cost improvements to the A47 
Postwick junction can unlock growth in NE Norwich as 
described.

� Planning Inspectors amended references to Postwick Hub to 
read "appropriate improvements to Postwick Junction" in the 
recently published JCS.

Consultant's finding 
� Does not achieve strategic objectives on carbon

� Not necessary for growth in medium term

� Does not support national health objectives

� Value for money unproven:

– no alternatives, 

– Postwick not included in the Do Minimum 

– Main benefits outside the city regional centre

� New development assumed to be completely car 
dominated and thus unsustainable.

� Uncertain local authority finance, which is to be covered by 
prudential borrowing, and alternative uses for the money 
not assessed. 

Conclusions
� Consultation deeply flawed

� Based on full road in 2003 NATS package, unpopular 
Postwick Hub and Growth Triangle added post-2006

� Planning incomplete and risks attached

� No funding needed this CSR round

� Economic case is not properly justified

� Adverse effect on City Centre and rural economy

� Contrary to national policy on encouraging modal shift, 
reducing the need to travel, and the Climate Change Act

� Developers support alternative Plan B to NDR

� A viable Plan B with willing developers to fund support jobs and 
homes development at much lower cost, and avoids need for 
central Government funding. 

� JCS Growth can be supported by transport infrastructure at a 
much cheaper cost 


